It got that shock, so it was not surprised and did not From accounts of the neural substrates postulated to learn about the light. Rescorla and Wagner (1972) forunderlie memory to psychology textbook descriptions, malized this notion of surprise with a single, very influenthere is a pervasive but inaccurate perception of the tial equation that formed the basis of "US-processing" learning process: that association formation results simmodels of conditioning. Their model stated that USs ply through the contiguity or pairing of events. Indeed, supported increases in associative strength proporif one asked for a one-word description of what causes tional to the degree that they exceeded what the enviPavlovian conditioning, the modal response will likely ronment already predicted. Since Rescorla and Wagner, be "pairing." In the archetypal experiment, an arbitrary a number of very different interpretations of blocking stimulus such as a bell is paired with placement of food have been invoked, and there is still little agreement in a dog's mouth. On the first experience with these over what is the best way to account for the phenomestimuli the dog does little but orient toward the bell, non. One convergent line of evidence that would go a but it chews, salivates on, and swallows the food or long way toward deciding the issue would be the discovunconditional stimulus (US). Following pairing of these ery of a specific neural circuit capable of implementing stimuli the bell, now a conditional stimulus (CS), causes the type of computations called for by one of these the dog to move about excitedly, wag its tail, and salivate models. Of course, such a circuit would have to be (Zener, 1937) . The word "pairing" not only reflects the essential for blocking as well. Until recently, there has casual observer's understanding of conditioning; it is been only scant evidence for such a mechanism (Kim et al., 1998) . Now, the available mechanistic data support a also at the core of traditional theoretical models of the US-processing account of blocking. processes that cause conditioning. This view is that
The first suggestion of a specific physiological mechatemporal contiguity, the learning theorist's technical nism for blocking came from the Pavlovian fear conditerm for pairing, is the necessary and sufficient requiretioning preparation and was based on the finding that ment for the acquisition of conditional responding to fear conditioning produced an analgesic state mediated the CS. At the cellular level, the mechanisms proposed by endogenous opioids (Bolles and Fanselow, 1980) . In as the neural substrates of learning, such as long-term fear conditioning, an initially neutral CS is paired with a potentiation, are simply contiguity detectors.
painful electric shock. The CS acquires the ability to Because it directly challenged this simple contiguity engage a number of fear-related behaviors, one of which notion, Leon Kamin's (1968) discovery of a phenomenon is an opioid form of analgesia (Fanselow, 1984) . Since he labeled "blocking" is perhaps the most significant fear conditioning depends on the painfulness of the US, empirical observation about conditioning since Pavlov's an analgesic state engaged by the CS could eventually initial descriptions. His fear conditioning experiment is diminish the reinforcing efficacy of the shock. Following diagrammed in Table 1 . The CS of interest was a light. Table 1 , Phase 1 would condition analgesia to the noise. Two groups of rats received the same eight pairings During Phase 2, the light would be paired with a shock of this light with an aversive electric shock. A second rendered ineffective by the analgesia produced by the stimulus, a white noise, was presented simultaneously noise. Thus, analgesia would provide negative feedback with the light. It is important to note that both groups on the acquisition of fear conditioning and would autoreceived the exact same experience with the light and matically perform the calculations that comprise the they differed only with how the noise was treated. For Rescorla-Wagner model of conditioning (Fanselow, 1981) . one group, the noise was paired with shock in an earlier
The general form of such a negative feedback model is phase of the experiment; for the other, the noise had illustrated in Figure 1 . The view is quite testable because no pretraining. For the sake of simplicity, I converted the analgesic effects of conditional fear are readily blocked Kamin's data to show the percentage of conditioning by opioid antagonists. Initial support of this negative observable with the measure he used. The rats with no feedback view was provided by the finding that adminisprior experience with the noise showed near maximal tering the opioid antagonist naloxone during Phase 2 of conditioned fear to the light, but those that had received the blocking procedure attenuates blocking (Fanselow noise-shock pairings earlier exhibited almost no condiand Bolles, 1979) . tioned fear. Pretraining to the noise "blocked" conditionIn fear conditioning, the CS and the US become assoing to the light. The critical point here is that despite the ciated via long-term potentiation in the amygdala, which fact that both groups experienced identical temporal receives information about both the neutral CS and the contiguity between the light and shock, conditioning in painful US (Rogan et al., 1997) . Outputs of the amygdala the two groups was about as different as you could get.
generate a constellation of conditional fear responses. Contiguity does not seem to be a sufficient requirement
The amygdala is essential for conditional analgesia (Helmstetter and Bellgowan, 1993). The analgesia is mediated of conditioning. by projections from the central nucleus of the amygdala aimed at the eye. Like fear conditioning, the basic circuit for the formation of the CS-US association in eyeblink to the ventral periaqueductal gray where the important opioid synapses appear to be. This descending analgelearning is well characterized (Kim and Thompson, 1997) , and certain aspects of that circuitry have been sic system synapses in the rostral ventral medulla and descends the spinal cord to inhibit painful input at the proposed to play a role in blocking (Mauk and Donegan, 1997) . It is important to note that the circuits for condifirst afferent synapse in the dorsal horn (Basbaum and Fields, 1984) . Of course, this is the painful input that tioned fear and eyeblink show virtually no overlap at the anatomical level. The cerebellum receives information eventually supports conditioning in the amygdala-so we have a highly regulated associative circuit dedicated about the neutral CS from the pontine nuclei and reinforcing US input from the inferior olive. It is hypothesized to executing Rescorla and Wagner-like calculations that so wonderfully describe the course of fear conditioning.
that long-term depression in the cerebellum results from conjoint occurrence of the CS and US and this synaptic Opioid antagonists eliminate the circuit's ability to make these calculations and disregulate the circuit in predictplasticity supports associative learning of the eyeblink. Kim et al. (1998) propose that as conditioning progresses, able ways. They not only attenuate blocking-they generally take the limits off the US's ability to condition GABA-containing nuclear neurons, which project monosynaptically to the inferior olive, inhibit the olivary neu- (Young and Fanselow, 1992) .
This model was derived entirely from pharmacological rons that convey US information to the cerebellum. In well-trained rabbits, complex spike responses of ceremanipulation, not from direct measurement of activity within the circuit. Also, analgesia may make fear condibellar Purkinje cells to the air puff US were eliminated when the US was preceded by the tone CS. This reductioning a unique system, but blocking has been found in virtually all conditioning preparations. By addressing tion of US input to the structures involved in association formation as conditioning progresses is exactly what both of these issues, the recent work of Kim et al. (1998) represents a major advance in the development of this the negative feedback model predicts. Furthermore, the complex spike activity in response to the US was renegative feedback view of the regulation of conditioning. These researchers extended the negative feedback stored by injecting the GABA antagonist picrotoxin into the inferior olive, suggesting that the loss of US-related model to a different Pavlovian preparation, the conditioned eyeblink response. In eyeblink conditioning, a activity is indeed mediated by inhibition at the olive. The coup de gras of this experiment was the demonstration tone CS is paired with a US consisting of an air puff Some details about fear and eyeblink conditioning are given in red and blue, respectively. The symbols adjacent to the arms denote the level of activity in the various arms and refer to the Rescorla-Wagner model. The model states that the change in associative strength between the CS and US on a trial equals ␣( Ϫ V), where V is the current value of the associative strength of all stimuli present, corresponds to the intensity of the US, and ␣ is a learning rate parameter that corresponds to the attention-grabbing ability of the CS. that picrotoxin, injected into the olive during Phase 2 of a blocking procedure, eliminated the blocking effect.
Thus, despite their anatomical uniqueness, both fear conditioning and eyeblink conditioning appear to be regulated by a negative feedback circuit that attenuates processing of the US at their respective associative machinery in the amygdala and cerebellum (see Figure 1) . This convergence of evidence provides unequivocal proof that changes in US processing over the course of conditioning play a major role in associative learning. To remain viable, theories of associative processes must incorporate this information. On the other hand, analysis of the neural circuits mediating other forms of conditioning must consider the potential for negative feedback within those systems.
These findings are also of relevance to the plausibility of long-term potentiation and long-term depression as mechanisms of associative learning. The criticism that these forms of synaptic plasticity are based on simple contiguity (pairing) but Pavlovian conditioning is not based on contiguity is handled by embedding the plasticity within a circuit regulated by negative feedback. Remember, it is phenomena like blocking that most directly challenged the role of contiguity in association formation. Since blocking and related phenomena are not performed at the site of plasticity itself but by feedback circuits emanating from that site, these violations of contiguity should not be considered a major obstacle to associative models that invoke such forms of neural plasticity.
